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 IN THE COURT OF THE SUB-DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE (M), 

AT GOHPUR, SONITPUR 

           C.R. No. – 99/2018 
            U/S.: 447/352/506(I)/34 of I.P.C. 
 
 
       Sri Dimbeswar Hazarika……..complainant 

     -Versus- 

1. Sri Rajen Hazarika 

2. Sri Srimanta Hazarika 

3. Sri Krishna Hazarika 

4. Smti. Madhumita Boruah 

5. Smti. Taruni Hazarika……accused persons 

 

Present:  Smt. Pooja Sinha, AJS,  

 Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate (M) 

   Gohpur 
 

Advocate appearing for the Complainant   :  Sri Tapash Chatterjee 

Advocate appearing for the Accused       : Sri Thageswar Baruah 

              Sri Pranjal Baruah 

Dates of recording evidence                         : 01.03.2019 & 27.06.2019  

Date of hearing argument                             : 17.09.2019  

Date of delivering Judgment                         : 17.09.2019 

 

    JUDGMENT 

1. The case of the complainant in brief is that, on 08.09.18 at about 12 noon 

Rajen Hazarika verbally abused and chased his brother Dimbeswar Hazarika from 

his house at Solamara, Kalabari. That, both his sons came to the courtyard of 

Dimbeswar Hazarika and fell him to the ground and their wives joined them and 

assaulted Dimbeswar Hazarika with broom stick. That, the incident happened 

when Dimbeswar Hazarika on the said day went to the house of Rajen Hazarika 

to discuss about the problems faced by him due to the construction of wall and 

tin shed, water seeping in to his compound and damaging his property. 
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2. On receipt of the Complaint filed by Sri Dimbeswar Hazarika, criminal case was 

registered and was kept for disposal. After due inquiry,my learned 

Predecessor-in-office found sufficient grounds to proceed under 

section 447/352/506/294/34 of I.P.C. against the accused persons Sri 

Rajen Hazarika, Smti. Madhumita Boruah, Sri Srimanta Hazarika, Sri 

Krishna Hazarika and Smti. Taruni Hazarika. 

3. On completion of the appearance of the accused persons, evidence before 

charge was recorded, and found materials under section 447/352/506(I)/ 

34 of I.P.C. The particulars of the offences were read over and duly explained 

to them, to which they pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. 

4. In support of the case, the prosecution examined two (2) witnesses. The 

Statement U/S 313 of Cr.P.C. of the accused persons are recorded. Defence plea 

was of total denial. Defence opted not to adduce evidence. 

 

5. Point for determination  :  

I. Whether the accused persons on 08.09.2018 at about 12 

noon at Solmara gaon, Kalabari  in furtherance of common 

intention trespassed into the house of Sri Dimbeswar 

Hazarika to commit an offence and thereby committed an 

offence punishable U/S 447/34 of I.P.C.? and 

II. Whether the accused persons on same date, time  and 

place in furtherance of common intention used criminal 

force upon Sri Dimbeswar Hazarika and thereby 

committed an offence punishable U/S 352/34 of I.P.C? 

and 

III. Whether the accused persons on same date, time and 

place in furtherance of common intention criminally 

intimidated by threatening Sri Dimbeswar Hazarika with 

injury and thereby committed an offence punishable U/S 

506(I)/34 of I.P.C.? 
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6. Discussion, Decision and Reasons thereof: - I have heard the learned 

Counsel appearing for the State. Also heard the learned Counsel appearing for 

the accused persons. Upon hearing the learned Counsel for the parties and on 

perusal of the records, I am of the considered opinion to hold the following :- 

7. Point of Determination No. I, II & III: All the points are taken up 

together for discussion in order to maintain the flow and appreciation 

of evidence. 

8. P.W.1- Sri Dimbeswar Hazarika, he is the complainant of the instant 

case. He in his examination-in-chief deposed that he has filed the case 

against his brother Rajen Hazarika and his family members. That, on 06.06.18 

during day time accused constructed a tall concrete wall and fixed a long tin shed 

which damaged the window of the house of the complainant. Further it also 

restricted passage of air and light into their house. That, he informed the local 

residents about the same on 28th/ 29th of August as he did not maintain cordial 

relation with his brother. That, subsequently on 08.09.18 at about 12.30 p.m. he 

went to the house of his brother and stated about his problems and asked for 

solutions, when Rajen Hazarika, his elder brother verbally abused him using foul 

language and chased him with a Dao. That, Srimanta and Krishna fell him to the 

ground and Taruni Hazarika and their daughter-in-law assaulted him with broom 

sticks. That, his wife came out and witnessed the incident. He narrated the 

incident to Jogeswar Baruah.  

9. During his cross-examination he deposed that since 1987 he and his elder 

brother are living separately. That, P.W.1 is staying at the old house and his 

brother Rajen Hazarika constructed a ‘pucca’ house in 2002. That, P.W.1 

constructed a boundary wall in between their houses. That, his house is situated 

on the southern side of PWD road. That, incident occurred on 08.09.18 and after 

3 to 4 days, he filed a case in the court. That, as he did not trust police, hence, 

he has filed the case in the court. Denied that as he has raised false allegation, 

he did not go to the police station. That, accused Dr. Srimanta Hazarika is a 

medical practitioner at Biswanath Chariali. That, Ext.A is the certificate issued by 

SDMO, BPHC, BNC in the name of Dr. Srimanta Hazarika. That, Ext. A(1) to A(5) 

are the screenshot of the copy of WhatsApp of the meeting held at Biswanath 

college auditorium where it is mentioned as 08.09.18 ,11.30 a.m. That, as per 
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the exhibits accused Srimanta Hazarika was at BNC attending meeting. That, the 

house of Jogeswar Baruah is situated 3 kms away from his house. He has not 

forwarded any other witness in the instant case. That, in the complaint petition 

he has not mentioned about damage of any property of his house. That, his 

nephew Krishna Hazarika is an employee under forest deptt. and accused Madhu 

Hazarika works as a teacher at Dholpur. Denied that he has deposed falsely 

about the incident. Denied that as he is a jealous man, hence, he harassed the 

accused persons and he has filed a false case. 

10. P.W.2- Smti. Rupa Hazarika, she in her examination-in-chief deposed 

that the case is filed by her husband against her brother-in-law. That, on 

06.06.18 on the eastern side of their house accused constructed a pucca wall 

and placed a tin which affected them as water seeping through the tin shed 

damaged the window of their house. Hence, on 08.09.18 at about 12 noon her 

husband went to the house of accused person to discuss about the matter when 

the accused person chased him along with his sons. That, the accused persons 

along with their daughter-in-law and Taruni Hazarika came to their courtyard and 

assaulted her husband with a broom stick. That, even passage of air is restricted 

due to the construction of the house by accused person.  

11. During her cross-examination she deposed that before their marriage in 

1990 Dimbeswar Hazarika and Rajen Hazarika have been living separately in 

different houses. That, when the incident occurred on 08.09.18 many people 

gathered but she can’t state their names. That, the residence of Dijen Bora, 

Gokul and Ranju are present near their house. That, in the year 2013 wall was 

constructed in between their house and accused persons’ house. That, about 4 to 

5 years back as water sipped into their house, a case was filed before SDO (Civil) 

and accordingly, SDO (Civil) conducted inquiry. That, SDO (Civil) gave directions 

to both sides to remove the tins but the said order was challenged by filling 

revision before Hon’ble Court of Addl. District Judge, BNC. That, since 08.09.18 

they did not go to the house of Rajen Hazarika. That, Srimanta Hazarika married 

4 years back. However, they were not invited to the wedding as they do not 

maintain cordial relation. Denied that she has deposed falsely against the 

accused persons. 
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12. In the light of the above testimonies and on perusal of the materials on 

record, the following facts are observed: 

I. Only the complainant and his wife deposed as P.Ws. 

II. From the evidence on record it reveals that alleged incident 

took place during day time and as per version of P.W.2 a lot 

of people gathered. However, she could not state their 

names. 

III. Further, P.W.1 the Complainant stated that Jogeshwar 

Baruah immediately reached the place of occurrence after the 

incident occurred. Although said person came and deposed 

during enquiry U/S 202 of Cr.P.C. but during trial refrained 

from appearing before Court and testifying on the incident 

against the accused person.  

IV. Considering the nature of the case, evidence of independent 

witness was vitally important. For, admitted position of 

Complainant and his wife is that for many years they are not 

maintaining cordial relations with the accused persons, who 

is Complainant’s own brother and his family members. 

Therefore, they are termed as inimical witnesses and their 

testimony is to be considered with caution. 

V. The Complainant narrated that on 06.06.18 during day time 

accused constructed a tall concrete wall and fixed a long tin 

shed which damaged the window of the house of the 

complainant. Further it also restricted passage of air and light 

into their house. That, he informed the local residents about 

the same on 28th/ 29th of August as he did not maintain 

cordial relation with his brother. That, subsequently on 

08.09.18 at about 12.30 p.m. he went to the house of his 

brother and stated about his problems and asked for 

solutions, when Rajen Hazarika, his elder brother verbally 

abused him using foul language and chased him with a Dao. 

All other accused persons assaulted him. But, perusal of 

P.w.2’s testimony cross-examination part clearly reveals that 
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for more than 4-5 years they are in dispute with construction 

of wall and tin shed which has caused difficulty to them and 

they have sought remedy under law. Therefore, under this 

background the story of 06.06.18 appears unbelievable and 

to prove the said story of the Complainant, no witness is 

brought to prove the fact that he approached local residents 

for solution. 

VI. Under such circumstances it is further not believable that 

Complainant will go alone to the house of his brother seeking 

solution, with whom he is in dispute after so many years. 

VII. Further, accused Srimanta Hazarika has taken plea of alibi 

that on the alleged day of incident he was in Biswanath 

Chariali attending a meeting by exhibiting a certificate issued 

by SDM&HO during cross-examination of P.W.1. However, 

same is not proved in accordance of law. 

VIII. Considering the above observations, evidence put forward by 

Complainant side is not found cogent trustworthy and 

credible enough to prove the allegations put forward against 

the accused persons U/S 447/506(I)/352/34 of I.P.C. 

 

13. Hence, I hold that prosecution has failed to prove the guilt of the accused 

persons beyond all reasonable doubt that on 06.06.2018 at about 12 

noon at Solmara gaon, Kalabari in furtherance of common intention 

trespassed into the house of Sri Dimbeswar Hazarika, used criminal 

force upon Sri Dimbeswar Hazarika and criminally intimidated by 

threatening Sri Dimbeswar Hazarika with injury and thereby 

committed offences punishable U/S 447/352/506(I)/34 of I.P.C. 

14. In the result, the accused persons Sri Rajen Hazarika, Smti. 

Madhumita Boruah, Sri Srimanta Hazarika, Sri Krishna Hazarika and 

Smti. Taruni Hazarika are hereby acquitted on benefit of doubt U/S 

447/352/506(I)/34 of I.P.C. and set at liberty forthwith. 
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15. Bail bonds furnished are hereby extended for a period of 6 (six) 

months. 

16. The case is disposed of on accordingly. 

                                   Given under my hand and seal of this court on this the 

17th day of September, 2019 at Gohpur. 

 
 
 

                                                                              ( Pooja Sinha ) 
                Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate (M) 

   Gohpur 
 

 

Dictated and corrected by me 
 
 
 
           ( Pooja Sinha ) 
Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate (M) 

    Gohpur  
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APPENDIX 
 
 
Prosecution Witness- 
 
P.W.1- Sri Dimbeswar Hazarika 

P.W.2- Smti. Rupa Hazarika 

 
Defence Witness- 
 
Nil 
 
Prosecution Side Exhibits- 
 
Nil 
 
Defence Side Exhibits- 
 
Ext.A- Letter of SDM&HO 

 

 
 
 

                                                                               ( Pooja Sinha ) 
                                                         Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate (M) 

    Gohpur 
 


